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Music is difficult to access for the majority of CI users as the reduced dynamic range and

poor spectral resolution in cochlear implants (CI), amongst others constraints, severely

impair their auditory perception. The reduction of spectral complexity is therefore a

promising means to facilitate music enjoyment for CI listeners. We evaluate a spectral

complexity reduction method for music signals based on principal component analysis

that enforces spectral sparsity, emphasizes themelody contour and attenuates interfering

accompanying voices. To cover a wide range of spectral complexity reduction levels a

new experimental design for listening experiments was introduced. It allows CI users to

select the preferred level of spectral complexity reduction interactively and in real-time.

Ten adult CI recipients with post-lingual bilateral profound sensorineural hearing loss

and CI experience of at least 6 months were enrolled in the study. In eight consecutive

sessions over a period of 4 weeks they were asked to choose their preferred version

out of 10 different complexity settings for a total number of 16 recordings of classical

western chamber music. As the experiments were performed in consecutive sessions

we also studied a potential long term effect. Therefore, we investigated the hypothesis

that repeated engagement with music signals of reduced spectral complexity leads

to a habituation effect which allows CI users to deal with music signals of increasing

complexity. Questionnaires and tests about music listening habits and musical abilities

complemented these experiments. The participants significantly preferred signals with

high spectral complexity reduction levels over the unprocessed versions. While the

results of earlier studies comprising only two preselected complexity levels were generally

confirmed, this study revealed a tendency toward a selection of even higher spectral

complexity reduction levels. Therefore, spectral complexity reduction for music signals is

a useful strategy to enhance music enjoyment for CI users. Although there is evidence for

a habituation effect in some subjects, such an effect has not been significant in general.

Keywords: cochlear implants, signal processing, music signal enhancement, spectral complexity, complexity

reduction, auditory distortion
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1. INTRODUCTION

As a result of technological and surgical advances most cochlear
implant (CI) recipients achieve good speech perception in quiet
after 6 months of CI use, many of them are even able to make
telephone calls (Lenarz, 2018). In cases of profound or total
sensory hearing loss CIs allow to restore auditory perception
by means of a direct electrical stimulation of the auditory
nerve using up to 22 electrodes covering the complete length
of the cochlear duct or parts thereof. The number of available
electrodes depends on the implant manufacturer and the selected
electrode design. The limited number of electrodes and the
transmission of electrical currents through the conductive fluid
in the cochlear duct cause a spread of excitation where numerous
nerve endings associated with a wide range of frequencies are
affected by the stimulation from a single electrode (Wilson and
Dorman, 2008). The sound coding strategies of CIs are intended
to restore speech intelligibility in the first place. They transmit
the temporal envelope and the coarse spectral structure of the
acoustic signal. The properties of music, however, differ from
those of speech in terms of spectral, temporal, and timbral
complexity, as well as dynamic range (Limb and Roy, 2014)
and can therefore only roughly be represented by state-of-the-
art stimulation strategies. As a result of the coarse frequency-
to-electrode mapping, the broad excitation patterns, and the
limitations of transmitting temporal fine structure information,
music perception and music appraisal remain poor for most CI
recipients. In particular, CI users face problems with recognition
and discrimination of pitch-based andmelodic elements of music
(Jiam et al., 2017). Additionally, polyphonic melodies which
are common in western music are usually perceived as fused
(Donnelly et al., 2009) and CI users struggle to distinguish
between consonant and dissonant chords (Caldwell et al., 2016).
In contrast to pitch-related musical features, the perception of
rhythmic features by CI users is comparable to normal-hearing
(NH) listeners (McDermott, 2004, Looi et al., 2012, Limb and
Roy, 2014). Rhythmic information can be defined as regular
temporal patterns with periodicities ranging from 50 ms to 5 s
(Nogueira et al., 2019) and thus varies significantly slower than
the temporal fluctuations being perceived as pitch. Rhythm is
encoded in the slowly varying temporal envelope of pulse trains
for the individual electrodes. Therefore, this information does
not depend on an exact tonotopy and is thus properly transmitted
by the CI.

As a consequence, CI users prefer simple monophonic
over complex polyphonic music pieces and more regularly
structured genres, such as pop or country music over more
complex genres, such as classical music (Gfeller et al., 2003,
Looi et al., 2007). In the context of music the term complexity
is used to describe the lack of structural characteristics or
redundancy, such as very simple and repetitive melodic or
rhythmic patterns (objective complexity). Furthermore, subjective
complexity is the result of the interaction between the objective
complexity (structural characteristics) of the stimulus and the
listener’s musical knowledge, prior experience with the musical
style and/or idiom, and familiarity with the particular musical
stimulus (Gfeller et al., 2003). In contrast to these definitions of

complexity, in this paper we refer to the definition of the term
spectral complexity by Hall et al. (2002) and Schönwiesner et al.
(2005) as the number of simultaneous spectral components or
overtones in a complex tone.

Music listening might be affected by many individual
variables, such as the duration of hearing loss, etiology, musical
training, listening experience and age (Gfeller et al., 2000). Gfeller
et al. (2008) show that pre-implant formal music training is a
significant predictor for the appreciation of music with lyrics
in CI users. As music plays an important part in everyday life
(Lassaletta et al., 2007), improving the appreciation of music
in CI listeners is therefore important for successful hearing
rehabilitation. Previous works followed different directions to
achieve better music perception and appraisal in CI listeners.
These encompass music rehabilitation and training as described
for instance by Galvin et al. (2009), Looi et al. (2012), and
Fuller et al. (2018) as well as novel music compositions (Innes-
Brown et al., 2012, Nogueira and Herrera, 2015). Also novel
implantation techniques (Hochmair et al., 2015), improved signal
coding (Omran et al., 2011; Müller et al., 2012; Todd et al., 2017)
and signal preprocessing methods have been proposed.

These latter methods aim at reducing perceptual distortions in
CI listeners induced by the shortcomings of electrical stimulation
like the spread of excitation and channel interactions between
adjacent electrodes. In a pilot study Buyens et al. (2014)
investigated the hypothesis that CI listeners prefer a different
balance of individual voices and instruments in music signals
than NH listeners and presented remixed versions of multi-
track pop and rock music recordings to CI users, where vocals,
drums, and bass lines were amplified by 6 or 12 dB with respect
to the remaining accompaniment. A listening experiment with
CI users performing pair-wise comparisons yielded a significant
preference for music pieces remixed at 6 dB level difference
over the original pieces and the versions remixed at 12 dB
level difference, respectively. Similarly, Kohlberg et al. (2015)
produced remixes of a multi-track recording of a country
music song containing one to five of originally ten instruments
and found a significant preference for remixes containing only
one to three instruments as compared to the original music
pieces in a listening experiment with CI listeners. Moreover,
Nemer et al. (2017) showed that reducing the number of
overtones in a monophonic melody actually helps CI listeners to
perceive music as more pleasant. In contrast to those methods
approaches have been proposed that do not rely on multi-
track recordings or manual preprocessing: Based on their earlier
work the authors of Buyens et al. (2015) proposed source
separation and remixing schemes for pop and rock music using
harmonic/percussive sound separation (HPSS) to accentuate
primarily vocals and drumswith respect to other instruments and
evaluated them in listening experiments with CI listeners (Buyens
et al., 2017). In Pons et al. (2016) and Gajęcki and Nogueira
(2018) the authors reported that such an accentuation can also
be achieved by means of multi-track source separation using
artificial neural networks. They compared different network
architectures and also evaluated the obtained remixes with both
NH and CI listeners. Cappotto et al. (2018) enhanced the
dominant melody of music pieces by adding a continuous-phase
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sine wave following the fundamental frequency trajectories with
variable amplitude.

An alternative approach to reduce the spectral complexity
of music signals was introduced by Nagathil et al. (2016)
and Nagathil et al. (2017). This method computes segmented
reduced-rank approximations in the time-frequency domain
based on dimensionality reduction techniques, such as principal
component analysis (PCA). While PCA is not the only
available technique to achieve spectral complexity reduction,
it has the advantage to work fully blind, thus without either
prior knowledge of the signals (like the score of a piece),
previously learned dictionaries like in non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) or the necessity of prior training as in
a neural network. As rhythmic information is known to be
well-perceived by CI listeners (Bruns et al., 2016) this method
aims at enhancing the spectral representation of music signals
and was evaluated for classical chamber music which is not
dominated by percussive and other strong rhythmic elements.
It was recently also extended for the binaural case, providing
an improved attenuation of accompanying instruments (Gauer
et al., 2018). The PCA-based spectral complexity reduction
method has been evaluated in listening experiments with NH
listeners with spectral smearing by broadened auditory filters
(Nagathil et al., 2016) and with CI users (Nagathil et al., 2017):
the participants rated their preference between an unprocessed
and a spectrally reduced version of several music signals in a
two-alternative-forced-choice (2AFC) test. In both experiments
three different preprocessing methods were compared: PCA,
partial least squares analysis (PLS), and the “active-set Newton
algorithm” (ASNA, Virtanen et al., 2013). In this context, PLS can
be regarded as a score-informed variant of PCA, which puts more
emphasis on the melody voice than the fully blind PCA method.
The PCA-based method outperformed PLS and ASNA in terms
of preference both for NH and CI listeners. Signals both with a
moderate (13 retained PCA components) and a higher spectral
complexity reduction (8 retained PCA components) have been
significantly preferred over unprocessed music. Furthermore, the
CI users favored a higher degree of reduction (8 components)
slightly more often over the unprocessed signals than those
with moderate reduction (13 components). Additionally, the
subjects with bimodal hearing showed a higher preference for
a moderate complexity reduction while those with unimodal
electrical hearing preferred the higher reduction.

The preference for a stronger complexity reduction found in
unimodal CI listeners and the fact that high reduction levels had
not been studied before led to the main research question of this
study, i.e., to investigate the impact of a wider range of complexity
reduction levels on the preference of CI users. Hence for the
listening experiments presented here we extended the number
as well as the range of spectral complexity reduction levels from
three (unprocessed, 8 and 13 retained PCA components) to
ten (unprocessed, 20, 15, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3 components). For
this number of conditions paired comparisons are no longer
feasible. Therefore, instead of a 2AFC test we developed a new
interactive experimental setup that enables the participants to
compare different complexity settings intuitively and in real-
time. Moreover, to examine interindividual factors which might

have an influence on the preferred spectral complexity reduction
level we included different questionnaires dealing with musical
engagement as well as musical abilities and the history of hearing
loss. As a secondary research question we investigated possible
long term effects by performing the listening experiments with
partly varying stimuli in eight consecutive sessions.We formulate
the research hypothesis that repeated engagement with music
signals of reduced spectral complexity leads to a habituation
effect such that CI users gain improved enjoyment also for music
signals with a higher level of spectral complexity.

2. METHODS AND MATERIALS

2.1. Signal Processing for Spectral
Complexity Reduction
2.1.1. Spectral Complexity Reduction Method
The signal preprocessing method proposed by Nagathil et al.
(2016) is based on the assumption that in signals with competing
voices the spectrum will show the strong partial tones of a
predominant melody or leading voice as its most prominent
elements. These spectral elements can be identified block-wise
using principal component analysis (PCA) on short-time spectral
representations of music signals. By reconstructing amusic signal
only from a limited number of its first principal components we
achieve a reduction of the spectral complexity which is expressed
in a reduction of weaker overtones in general and usually results
in an attenuation of the accompanying voices. From an algebraic
point of view this approach corresponds to a dimensionality
reduction and a block-wise reduced-rank approximation of the
original signal.

The computation of the PCA-based reduced-rank
approximation can lead to a low-pass filter effect such that
the processed signals sound somewhat muffled, especially
when only a low number of components (5–10) are retained.
Therefore, the mixed music signals were initially fed to a
first-order pre-emphasis filter that alleviates this low-pass
filter effect and compensates for a spectral tilt toward higher
frequencies. After processing the original spectral tilt was
restored by a corresponding de-emphasis filter. Then, a spectral
representation was computed by means of a sliding-window
constant-Q transform (CQT, Brown, 1991) in the frequency
range between 55 and 7,040 Hz using a frame shift of 2 ms, two
frequency bins per semitone, and Hann analysis windows. In
total, this resulted in 168 CQT frequency bands corresponding
to seven octaves. The CQT time-frequency representation of
the full signal was segmented into M half-overlapping blocks
U(m) ∈ C

K×B, withm = {0, 1, . . . ,M − 1} being the block index,
B denoting the number of time frames in one block, and K being
the number of frequency bands. For notational convenience the
block index m is dropped in the following. In accordance to the
parameter settings in the previous work by Nagathil et al. (2016)
a block length of B = 100 frames, corresponding to 200 ms,
was chosen and the number of frequency bands was K = 168.
Then, the first L < K eigenvectors of the covariance matrix
C ∼ UUH were computed, which were stored as column vectors
of the matrix W = C

K×L. The resulting principal component
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scores were computed as the mapping S = WHU. Exploiting
the orthogonality of the eigenvectors, a rank-L approximation
of U was obtained by Û = WS = WWHU. This procedure
was repeated for each time–frequency block U. The simplified
time–frequency representation of the whole signal was obtained
by overlap-adding consecutive processed blocks Û. For the
reconstruction of a signal from the (modified) CQT spectrum
the method by Nagathil and Martin (2012) was applied, which
relies on short, half-overlapping synthesis frames of 4 ms
length and recovers the full-length signal using the overlap-add
method with a Hann synthesis window. To reverse the effects
of the pre-emphasis filter, the reconstructed signal was fed to a
corresponding first order de-emphasis filter.

CQT spectrograms of a chamber music piece before and
after PCA-based spectral complexity reduction with 20, 10, or
5 retained components are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen
that these reduced-rank approximations attenuate low-energy
harmonics of both leading voices and accompaniment and, thus,
achieve an effective reduction of the spectral complexity.

2.1.2. Instrumental Assessment of Spectral Spread

Improvement
The Auditory Distortion Ratio (ADR) measure proposed by
Nagathil et al. (2016) was developed to instrumentally evaluate
changes due to reduced frequency selectivity and spectral spread
between processed and unprocessed signals (see also Nogueira
et al., 2019). It is based on broadened auditory filters that
mimick the reduced frequency selectivity in listeners with severe
hearing loss. These broadening filters can be described using
the auditory model introduced by Moore et al. (1992). Regarding
the electric stimulation in cochlear implants we observe similar
effects of a reduced frequency selectivity and spectral spread.
This spectral spread is caused by the spread of excitation
that occurs due to the non-focussed electrical field within the
cochlear duct between the particular stimulating electrode and
the adjacent nerve fibers. Comparable to the distortion induced
by overdriven or clipping electrical devices, broadened auditory
filters also introduce higher-order harmonics. The distortion of
these harmonics which ismeasured by the ADR is relatively weak,
therefore the resulting ADR values in dB are rather small.

2.2. Participants
The inclusion criteria for this study comprised unilaterally or
bilaterally implanted CI adult users (age ≥18 years) with a post-
lingual hearing loss, CI experience of at least 6 months and
without severe cognitive or neurological impairments. Ten adults
(seven female, three male) aged from 47 to 79 years (median
69 years) participated in the listening experiments. Table 1 gives
an overview of participants’ gender and age as well as their
etiology of hearing loss and post-operative speech perception,
their duration of CI experience and their provided devices and
coding strategies. Two participants were bilaterally implanted.
Among the remaining subjects four were implanted only on the
left and four only on the right ear. The data inTable 1 refers to the
side used during the listening experiments. Most of the subjects
suffered from a progressive hearing loss over the last 10–30 years,
one participant (P09) since adolescence. Those subjects that have

FIGURE 1 | CQT spectrograms of an unprocessed signal (A), and spectrally

reduced signals with 20 (B), 10 (C), and 5 (D) retained components.

not been implanted bilaterally were suffering from a moderate
to severe hearing loss also on the contralateral ear and wore an
additional hearing aid, except subject P10 who has been provided
with a bone conduction implant on the contralateral side. Speech
perception in quiet was assessed using the Freiburg monosyllabic
word test (Hahlbrock, 1953, Müller-Deile, 2009) at 65 dB and at
80 dB with a mean speech intelligibility of 61.0% at 65 dB and of
78.5% at 80 dB, respectively.

The individual center frequency assignments of the CI
filterbanks for all participants are depicted in Table 2. All but
one of the subjects provided with a Med-EL device (P07) used
a fine structure coding strategy (FSP, FS4). For the majority of the
subjects the center frequencies of the electrode channels covered
the frequency range from 120 to 7.5 kHz, whereas the remaining
participants used either the CIS strategy (P07) or the HiRes
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TABLE 1 | Demographic, etiological, and CI-specific information about the 10 CI listeners participating in the listening experiments.

Subject Gender Age Etiology Speech perception at

65/80 dB (%)

CI experience

(years)

Sound processor and implant Coding strategy

P01 f 51 Cholesteatoma 50/95 5 Sonnet, Sonata Standard (l) FSP, FS4

P02 m 64 Chronic otitis media 70/95 4.3 Opus 2, Sonata Standard (l) FS4

P03 f 73 Sudden hearing loss 65/80 1.2 Sonnet, Sonata Standard (r) FS4

P04 f 70 Sudden hearing loss,

Ménière’s disease

75/95 1.4 Naida Q9, HR 90K Mid Scale (r) HiRes Optima-S

P05 f 62 Sudden hearing loss 65/75 1.9 Naida Q7, HR 90 K Mid Scala (r) HiRes Optima-S

P06 m 68 Progressive 60/80 2.1 Sonnet, Sonata Flex 28 (r) FSP

P07 f 71 Sudden hearing loss 50/60 1.5 Opus 2, Combi 40+ (r) CIS

P08 m 74 Basal skull fracture 55/70 0.5 Sonnet, Synchrony Standard (l) FS4

P09 f 79 Cholesteatoma 40/50 2.1 Sonnet, Sonata Standard (l) FSP

P10 f 47 Surditas, Ménière’s

disease

80/85 2.0 Rondo, Sonata Flex 28 (l) FSP

TABLE 2 | Minimum and maximum filterbank frequencies (fmin and fmax) and

estimated tonotopic frequencies at the position of the first three electrodes.

Subject fmin/Hz fmax/Hz fC1/Hz fC2/Hz fC3/Hz

P01 125 7,326 179 305 481

P02 120 7,410 – – –

P03 149 7,412 179 305 481

P04 333 6,665 – – –

P05 333 6,665 – – –

P06 154 7,328 402 563 823

P07 357 4,741 – – –

P08 154 7,328 – – –

P09 120 7,410 174 299 473

P10 149 7,412 420 604 849

The frequencies fC1, fC2, and fC3 refer to the first, second and third electrodes,

respectively. The electrode positions are derived from the cochlear duct length measured

from CT scan images. For subjects P02, P04, P05, P07, and 08 the required CT scans

were not available or only in a quality insufficient for cochlear duct length measurements.

Optima strategy (P04, P05) with a minimum center frequency of
333 Hz for the first electrode channel.

2.3. Selection of Music Stimuli
The complexity reduction method evaluated in this study aims
at a spectral complexity reduction and thus mostly effects
pitch- and overtone-related features of music signals. To focus
on these features, we restricted the choice of musical genres
to classical chamber music pieces, a musical genre where
harmonic properties are most important. Rhythmic elements,
especially represented by percussion instruments, only play a
less prominent role here, unlike in genres like pop, rock, or
jazz music. In accordance with previous works by Nagathil et al.
(2016) and Nagathil et al. (2017) a total number of 16 music
stimuli were used in this study. The set contained excerpts
of classical chamber music pieces of 10 s with a well-defined
monophonic leading voice (clarinet, flute, oboe, trumpet, or
violin) and an accompaniment (bassoon, piano, or strings).

A wide range of musical properties were found to have an
impact on music perception in CI listeners in previous studies.
To allow for an automated analysis of such musical properties,
the music pieces were available as MIDI files. We developed
a Plackett-Burman experimental design (Plackett and Burman,
1946) that accounts for these properties and selected the stimuli
from an original database of 110 pieces based on the following
three criteria for the leading voice: the fundamental frequency
of the leading voice (Gfeller et al., 2002), the interval size
between successive leading voice tones (Sucher and McDermott,
2007), and the tone duration which is connected to the tempo
(Vannson et al., 2015). The Plackett-Burman experimental design
is used to investigate the dependence of a random variable on
a number of independent factors using a minimum number of
experiments. For selecting the excerpts from the original music
database, temporal averages of these factors across the stimulus
duration were calculated, i.e., the mean interval size (MIS),
the mean fundamental frequency (MFF), and the mean tone
duration (MTD), which were assigned to a “low” and a “high”
level, respectively. These levels correspond to the following value
ranges: MISlow ≤ 3 semitones and MIShigh ≥ 4 semitones,
147 Hz ≤ MFFlow ≤ 588 Hz and 698 Hz ≤ MFFhigh ≤

2, 792 Hz, MTDlow ≤ 0.3 s, and MIShigh ≥ 0.5 s.
After the selection process, the MIDI files were synthesized

in Steinberg Cubase (Steinberg Media Technologies GmbH,
Hamburg, Germany) using Native Instruments Komplete 9
(Native Instruments GmbH, Berlin, Germany) samples which
contain note-wise recordings of real instruments. Hence, the
synthesized MIDI files had a sound quality similar to that
of real-world recordings. The resulting leading voice and
accompaniment signals were converted to mono, resampled at
16 kHz, and mixed at equal power.

2.4. Experimental Setup
The design of our study combined repeated listening experiments
with at-home listening tasks and corresponding questionnaires
over a period of 4 weeks. While the listening experiments served
to further investigate the preferred spectral complexity reduction
in CI listeners as themain research question, we additionally used
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four different questionnaires to assess the general self-perceived
listening quality, the music listening habits and the musical
abilities of the participants.

2.4.1. Assessment of Music Listening Habits and

Musical Abilities
Music perception is more subjective than speech understanding
or localization tasks and also relies on previous knowledge
and previous experience by the listeners. Also there is a
large variation in musical skills, listening expertise and the
abilities to play a musical instrument or to communicate about
music (Müllensiefen et al., 2014). Therefore, before the first
experimental session the general self-perceived sound quality,
the music listening habits and the musical abilities of the
participants were assessed using the following questionnaires and
methods. The results of these questionnaires delivered additional
data to examine possible preconditions for the individual
spectral complexity preferences. Thus, the questionnaire results
were compared both with the results from the listening
experiments and among each other. Correlation analysis was
applied to investigate possible predictors of the preferred spectral
complexity reduction resulting from the listening experiments.

2.4.1.1. HISQUI

The Hearing Implant Sound Quality Index (HISQUI29)
developed by Amann and Anderson (2014) assesses the self-
perceived level of auditory benefit in everyday listening situations
by means of a 29-item questionnaire scored on a 7-point
Likert scale. The total score of maximum 203 is divided into 5
groups (0–60: “very poor sound quality”; 60–90: “poor sound
quality”; 90–120: “moderate sound quality”; 120–150: “good
sound quality”; 150–203: “very good sound quality”).

2.4.1.2. Gold-MSI

To assess self-reported musical skills and behaviors, a German
version of the Goldsmiths Musical Sophistication Index (Gold-
MSI) measuring the musical sophistication by 38 different
items was used (Müllensiefen et al., 2014; Schaal et al., 2014).
Its subscales cover emotional engagement with music, the
self-reported singing abilities, the amount of musical training
received, the self-reported perceptual abilities, the active musical
engagement and the general musicality. Based on the subscale
results a General Musical Sophistication score ranging between
18 and 126 can be calculated.

2.4.1.3. Mini-PROMS

The Mini-PROMS test is a computer-based online test which
comprises 36 items with subtests on melody, tuning, tempo and
accent that are based on pair-wise comparisons of acoustical
stimuli. It is a short version of the PROMS test battery developed
by Law and Zentner (2012) and was used to assess the musical
perception skills of the participants (Zentner and Strauss, 2017).
Summarizing the individual subtests, the Mini-PROMS test also
provides a total score with a range between 0 and 36.

2.4.1.4. Munich Music Questionnaire

The Munich Music Questionnaire investigates the music
listening habits of CI recipients and comprises 25 questions

covering music activities both before and after cochlear
implantation (Brockmeier et al., 2007). Out of the 25 main
questions, four items relevant for this study have been selected:
“How often did you listen to music before your hearing loss/with
your hearing loss prior to receiving your cochlear implant
(CI)/now, after receiving your CI?”, “How does music generally
sound with your cochlear implant?”, “How would you rate
your enjoyment when listening to music now?” and “Have
you practiced listening to music with your implant?” The first
three items are assessed by 10-point Likert scales. For the
item “How does music generally sound with your cochlear
implant?” the sound impression is assessed using the following
scales: natural vs. unnatural, pleasant vs. unpleasant, distinct
vs. indistinct, less tinny vs. more tinny and less reverberant
vs. more reverberant. The item “How would you rate your
enjoyment when listening to music now?” comprises the scale
“great enjoyment” vs. “no enjoyment” for each of the genres:
classical music, opera/operetta, religious music, folk/country
music, pop, rock, jazz/blues and “music to dance to.”

2.4.2. Setup of Listening Experiments
Each subject participated in eight consecutive sessions of
listening experiments within about 4 weeks. During these
sessions the participants listened to a selection of music excerpts
of 10 s duration each repeated in an infinite loop. They could
modify the level of spectral complexity reduction themselves
in real-time using a jog-dial and were asked to choose their
preferred spectral complexity reduction level out of ten different
levels: original (unprocessed), 20, 15, 10, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, and
3 retained PCA components. These 10 levels were labeled
from 1 to 10 with complexity reduction level 1 corresponding
to the unprocessed signal and complexity reduction level 10
corresponding to maximum spectral complexity reduction (3
components). The participants were neither informed about the
meaning of the level labels and the differences between the
individual signal versions they should choose from, nor about
the concept of spectral complexity reduction in general. This
assignment of complexity reduction levels was chosen because
for small values of retained components there is a considerable
difference between the reduced signals to adjacent numbers
of retained PCA components, which is also clearly audible
(at least for normal-hearing listeners). For higher numbers
of retained PCA components the spectrally reduced signals
quickly converge toward the unprocessed signal so the differences
become increasingly difficult to notice even for normal-hearing
listeners. In contrast to typical sound quality assessment tests
like, e.g., MUSHRA, the order of the spectral complexity
reduction levels in the user interface was not randomized because
arbitrary changes in spectral complexity would have led to
an unnatural hearing impression while switching between the
different complexity reduction levels with the jog-dial during the
continuously looped playback. In the take-home evaluation of
a preprocessing method conducted by Buyens et al. (2017) the
participants also chose their preferred degree of attenuation from
a continuous scale.

In the initial session (session 1), three pieces were presented,
which were repeated again in the final sessions (session 7 and 8).
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FIGURE 2 | Distribution of the musical stimuli to the particular experimental

sessions. The pieces presented in Session 1 were repeated in Sessions 7 and

8 to investigate long term effects. In the Sessions 2 to 6 (between the dashed

vertical lines) two pieces from the previous session were repeated and two

new pieces were presented in each session.

The repeated tests on these pieces aim to investigate long term
effects on the preferred number of retained PCA components
over the complete time span of the study. In each of the
intermediate sessions 2–6 four pieces out of 16 were presented.
In each session two previously presented pieces were presented
a second time and two were replaced by new ones (see the
distribution scheme in Figure 2). The pieces were assigned to
the sessions such that in every session each level (low and
high) of the musical factors MIS, MFF and MTD from the
Plackett-Burman experimental design appears twice among the
four pieces.

During the listening experiments the stimuli were selected
from a database of pre-processed signals with different
spectral complexity levels using a custom-made graphical user-
interface written in MATLAB (The MathWorks, Inc., Natick,
MA, USA) and a Griffin Technologies PowerMate jog-dial
(Griffin Technology, Irvine, CA, USA). The participants used

FIGURE 3 | Interactive user interface used in the listening experiments. The

participants used the jog-dial in front to select the complexity reduction levels

in real-time while the stimuli were presented in an infinite loop. The blue slider

on the green bar indicates the currently active level.

the jog-dial to seamlessly switch between adjacent spectral
complexity settings in real-time while the currently selected
complexity reduction level (but not the number of retained PCA
components) was shown on the display (see Figure 3).

To ensure that the preference ratings were only based on
the CI implanted ear, the playback devices were connected
directly to the speech processor bypassing their microphones
during the experimental sessions, the Mini-PROMS test and the
at-home listening tasks. Thereby the influence of background
noise, acoustical properties of different playback devices and
inappropriate acoustic environments especially during the at-
home listening tasks were eliminated. For theMED-EL recipients
theMED-EL direct audio input cable for external sources1 (MED-
EL Elektromedizinische Geräte Gesellschaft m.b.H., Innsbruck,
Austria) was used to present the stimuli. For the Advanced
Bionics recipients the stimuli were presented via the induction
loop using the Phonak ComPilot Accessory2 (Phonak AG, Stäfa,
Switzerland) as a direct input is not available here. In both
cases the devices were connected to a Lake People Phone-Amp
G109 (LAKE PEOPLE electronics GmbH, Konstanz, Germany)
headphone amplifier with fixed signal output level during
the listening experiments. In case of the bilaterally implanted
listeners (P02, P07) the stimuli were applied to the side implanted
earlier and thus with the longer CI experience.

1https://www.medel.com/support/sonnet/connectivity/
sonnet_direct_audio_input
2https://advancedbionics.com/us/en/home/products/accessories/wireless-media-
connectivity.html
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FIGURE 4 | HISQUI, Gold-MSI General Sophistication, and PROMS Total scores per participant as main results from these questionnaires. The very right bars depict

the mean and the standard deviation of each score for all participants. All scores were normalized to the maximum values of their respective scales (HISQUI: 203,

Gold-MSI: 126, PROMS: 36).

2.4.3. At-Home Listening Tasks
In order to motivate the participants to listen to the music
pieces at least 20 min per day between two sessions, home work
listening tasks were given: they were instructed to listen to full
length recordings of the four pieces presented in the previous
session that were processed with the individually preferred
level of spectral complexity from the previous experimental
session. Additionally, the participants were asked to answer
questions in another questionnaire especially designed for the
study by a professional musician. It comprised questions on
sound perception, character, tempo and the kind of instruments
used in the particular piece. This questionnaire was included to
make sure that the participants performed the at-home listening
tasks. It did not serve to answer any actual research questions.
Thus, its results are not relevant for the research questions in this
work and will therefore not be presented.

2.5. Statistical Evaluation
Both the numbers of retained PCA components selected
for evaluation in the listening experiments and the assigned
spectral complexity reduction levels form ordinal scales but a
proportional relation between the particular elements on these
scales cannot be assumed. Therefore non-parametric tests are
used to analyze the statistical effects of different factors, such as
the participating subjects and the pieces from the database. These
tests also do not require the assumption of normal distributions
on the data.

Where due to particular factors independent samples can be
supposed, the Mann-Whitney U test (also called Wilcoxon rank

sum test) was applied. For instance, this is the case with the three
factors from the Plackett-Burman experimental design (MIS,
MFF, MTD, see section 2.3) that each divide the 16 pieces used
in the listening experiments into two non-overlapping subsets.
The significance of differences for repeatedmeasurements (pieces
presented for the first vs. the second time) was evaluated using the
Wilcoxon signed-rank test. The statistical significance of linear
regressions of the experimental results was evaluated using the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) method. Correlation analysis was
performed using non-parametrical measures for ordinal data like
Spearman’s ρ and Kendall’s τ . All statistical tests were performed
using built-in functions of MATLAB R2018b.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Questionnaires
Figure 4 shows the main scores of the HISQUI, Gold-MSI and
Mini-PROMS tests. All scores in the figure have been normalized
to the maximum values of their respective scales.

3.1.1. HISQUI
The total score of all participants was in a range between 62
and 153 with a scale maximum of 203. Corresponding to the
obtained scores two subjects (P08 and P10) reported a “very
good,” three (P01, P02, and P09) a “good,” three (P03, P06, and
P07) a “moderate” and only two (P04 and P05) a “poor hearing
quality.” The mean score of 115 corresponds to a moderate
hearing quality.
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FIGURE 5 | Results from the Munich Music Questionnaire for the selected items “How often did you listen to music before your hearing loss/with your hearing loss

prior to receiving your cochlear implant (CI)/now, after receiving your CI?”, “How does music generally sound with your cochlear implant?”, “How would you rate your

enjoyment when listening to music now?” and “Have you practiced listening to music with your implant?” The participants filled out a German version of the

questionnaire. The items and labels used here are taken from the English questionnaire. Filled circles denote outliers.

3.1.2. Gold-MSI
In this study the participants obtained significantly lower
scores for all of the subscales (Active Engagement, Perceptual
Abilities, Musical Training, Singing Abilities and Emotions)
compared to the German reference data for normal-hearing
listeners published in Schaal et al. (2014). The General Musical
Sophistication score of the participants ranged from 32 to
74 on a scale with possible values between 18 and 126. The
participants obtained a mean score of 56.5 compared to 70.4
in the reference data. While the deviation in the mean Singing
Abilities score was only moderate (24.1 vs. 27.6), the participants
reached a noticeably lower Musical Training score (12.1 vs. 22.6).
The Active Engagement and Perceptual Abilities scores were
in a range of 13–37 and of 17–43 (with mean values of 24.3
and 33.6 compared to 33.0 and 45.8 reported in the reference
data, respectively).

3.1.3. Mini-PROMS
Compared to the data published by Zentner and Strauss (2017)
which refers to 152 normal-hearing subjects between 16 and
63 years old and partly amateur or professional musicians, the
musical abilities of the participants included in our study are

quite low. The participants obtained a mean Total Score of 16.8
vs. 24.56 on a scale of maximum 36, which corresponds to 68.4%
of the reference data. Only two of the ten subjects obtained a
total score of 20 or more, whereas four participants obtained a
total score of 15 or even less. In comparison to the published data
the poorest results have been obtained for the “Melody” subtest
(47.4%), and the best ones for the “Tempo” subtest (81.3%),
whereas the “Tuning” and “Accent” subtests were in between.
These results are in line with earlier studies e.g., by Gfeller et al.
(2002) and Looi et al. (2004) which showed that pitch and timbre
perception is impaired in CI users whereas rhythmic cues can be
detected similarly well as by NH listeners.

3.1.4. Munich Music Questionnaire
Figure 5 depicts the results from the Munich Music
Questionnaire. They range on a scale between 1 and 10
(except the question about music listening practice which only
allows yes/no answers). According to the questionnaire the
participants listened to music quite often before the hearing loss
(mean 8.6). After hearing loss the mean score dropped down
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FIGURE 6 | Histogram plot of the numbers of observations per complexity reduction level in percent of overall 310 observations. The level of chance is indicated by

the dashed horizontal line.

to 5.0. Cochlear implantation did not significantly change the
situation (5.4).

The general impression of music was rated on the scales
natural vs. unnatural (mean 4.6), pleasant vs. unpleasant (mean
4.7), distinct vs. indistinct (mean 4.2), less tinny vs. more tinny
(mean 4.7) and less reverberant vs. more reverberant (mean
4.4). While some subjects reported to enjoy listening to classic
music, others stated to not appreciate it at all. In general, pop,
rock, jazz/blues and “music to dance to” were regarded as more
enjoyable (mean values between 4.8 and 5.3) than opera, religious
music, and folk/country music (mean values between 3.1 and
3.6). Thus the mean results all appear in the lower half of
the scales.

Only one participant was playing an instrument at the time
the experiments took place. Three participants stated that they
played an instrument in childhood quite often, whereas five of
the subjects did not. Eight out of ten reported about frequently
listening to music after implantation.

3.2. Listening Experiments
The listening experiments exhibit a significant preference for
music signal excerpts with a high spectral complexity reduction
level (median of 5 retained PCA components) as shown in
Figure 6. More than half of the ratings of all subjects and
music pieces belong to the spectral complexity reduction levels
8, 9, and 10 which correspond to 5, 4, and 3 retained
components, respectively.

To investigate the deviation from the level of chance, a two-
sidedWilcoxon rank-sum test on the overall listening experiment

results was performed under the null hypothesis that the overall
preference ratings were uniformly distributed with a probability
of 10% for all ten available complexity reduction levels. The null
hypothesis was rejected with a p-value of p ≤ 0.001, indicating
that the experimental result significantly deviated from the level
of chance (see Figure 6).

A high interindividual variability in the preference ratings
could be observed (see Figure 7). Subject P09 preferred the
highest spectral complexity reduction level for every piece
in every session. Regarding the remaining participants, with
interquartile ranges (IQR) covering 2 and 3 spectral complexity
reduction levels, respectively, the ratings of subjects P03 and P08
and of subjects P01 and P07 were the least scattered. Subject P10
showed the highest variation in her preference ratings with an
IQR covering 5 spectral complexity reduction levels. Regarding
the complete data, the IQR covered the range between the
complexity reduction levels 5–10 that correspond to a range
between 8 and 3 retained components.

Figure 8 shows the preference ratings for each piece.
The median values for each piece ranged between 7.5
and 3.5 retained PCA components in the spectrally
reduced signals. The interquartile ranges varied between
2 (piece #7) and 5 out of 10 complexity reduction levels
(pieces #4, #5, #6, #8, #10, #15). For piece #8 most of
the participants preferred a noticeable higher number of
retained PCA components (median 7.5 compared to median
5 components overall), whereas for piece #13 a considerably
lower number of retained PCA components (median of 3.5)
was preferred.
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FIGURE 7 | Box plot showing the listening experiment results accumulated over all sessions per participant. The very right column shows the overall distribution of the

preference ratings.

FIGURE 8 | Box plot showing the listening experiment results accumulated over all sessions per piece. The very right column shows the overall distribution of the

preference ratings.
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FIGURE 9 | Preferred number of retained components in the second session plotted vs. the preferred number in the first session per participant. Points close to the

dashed diagonal line indicate equal ratings in the first and second presentation of a piece. Unprocessed signals are denoted by “up”.

Figures 9, 10 show the preferred number of retained PCA
components in the second presentation of a piece plotted vs.
the number in the first presentation for each participant and for
each piece, respectively. Markers close to the dashed diagonal
line indicate that the participants preferred a similar level of
complexity reduction in the first and the second presentation of
a piece. Markers above the line indicate a preference for a lower
level of complexity reduction and thus a less processed version in
the second presentation and vice versa. While subjects P03, P07,
and P08 widely preferred equal complexity reduction levels in
both sessions, for subjects P02 and P10 a higher variation between
the preferred values in both session can be observed. Subject P09
preferred maximum complexity reduction (level 10, 3 retained
components) in every trial and thus exhibits no tendency over

time. Note that this representation is not available for the pieces
#6, #8, #12, and #14 as they have only been presented once during
the whole study (compare the scheme depicted in Figure 2 for
the distribution of the pieces to particular sessions). We applied
a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to the results from the first and
second presentations which is not significant (α = 0.05) and
therefore does not reject the null hypothesis that the data from
these two samples have equal medians neither for the overall data
(p = 0.62) nor for any participant (p ≥ 0.06) nor for any piece
(p ≥ 0.09).

Figure 11 shows the preferred number of retained
components per participant plotted against the listening
experiment sessions and thus their development over time
during the course of the study. The vertical bars comprise
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FIGURE 10 | Preferred number of retained components in the second session plotted vs. the preferred number in the first session per piece. Points close to the

dashed diagonal line indicate equal ratings in the first and second presentation of a piece. Unprocessed signals are denoted by “up”.

the total range of values observed during the particular
sessions. Furthermore, the dotted and dashed lines show
the median and the mean values for each session. A linear
regression with the session index as predictor was performed
and the resulting regression lines for each participant are
also depicted in Figure 11. As the sessions are consecutive in
time, the gradients of the regression lines illustrate whether
the subjects exhibit a tendency either toward higher or
toward lower complexity reduction levels during the course
of the study. A rising line toward higher numbers of
retained components thus indicates a tendency toward an
increasing preference for more spectral complexity over time,
whereas a falling line toward smaller numbers of retained
components indicates an increasing preference for stronger
complexity reduction.

3.3. Instrumental Assessment of Spectral
Spread Improvement
Figure 12 shows the Auditory Distortion Ratio (ADR) measure
averaged over the database of chamber music excerpts for the
numbers of retained PCA components used in this study. Positive
ADR values indicate a reduction of auditory distortion. The
steady increase in ADR with decreasing number of retained
components up to a median value of 1 dB and a maximum value
of 1.7 dB indicates a reduction in auditory distortion for the
spectrally reduced music signals.

The distribution of the preference ratings per complexity level
(see Figure 6) is significantly correlated with the ADR values for
the respective complexity reduction levels. For the overall data
a correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.88 (p < 0.001) is found.
Hence, the participants in the listening experiments significantly
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FIGURE 11 | Preferred number of retained components in each session per participant. Vertical bars represent the overall range of ratings in the particular session,

dashed and dotted lines show the mean and median for each session. The black solid line shows a linear regression over all sessions. A positive gradient of the

regression line indicates a tendency toward lower, a negative gradient toward higher complexity reduction over time. Statistically significant regressions are indicated

by (*), unprocessed signals are denoted by “up”.

preferred signals that have been processed in such a way that
the effects of reduced frequency selectivity, as predicted by the
Auditory Distortion Ratio measure, are minimized.

3.4. Relations Between Listening
Experiments and Questionnaire Results
A correlation analysis between the median results of the listening
experiments for each participant and the main questionnaire
scores yields correlation coefficients of ρ = −0.19 for the
HISQUI (p = 0.60), ρ = 0.51 for the Gold-MSI General
Musical Sophistication (p = 0.13) and ρ = 0.47 for the Mini-
PROMS Total scores (p = 0.17), respectively. Additionally, for
the correlation of the questionnaire scores among each other we
found amaximum correlation coefficient of ρ = 0.62 (p = 0.057)
between the Gold-MSI General Musical Sophistication and the
Mini-PROMS Total scores. However, with p > 0.057 none of
these correlations are significant with regard to α = 0.05.

4. DISCUSSION

In this section we will first discuss the outcomes of the listening
experiments with regard to the preferred amount of spectral

complexity reduction. Subsequently we will investigate the
impact of potential influencing factors and possible predictors:
the selection of stimuli, the etiology, individual CI parameters, or
the self-reported sound quality and musical ability assessments
provided by the questionnaires.

4.1. Listening Experiments
All participants of the presented study preferred a spectral
complexity reduction of 8 or even less retained PCA components
with a median of 5 components (see Figure 6). With reduced
spectral complexity the information from a musical piece is
concentrated on a smaller number of frequency bands. Thus,
signals with a reduced spectral complexity induce less broad
excitation patterns and are therefore supposed to be more
intelligible and accessible for CI listeners as the effect of spectral
spread is reduced. The processed signals from the chamber
music database used in the listening experiments exhibit a lower
spectral complexity as both the harmonic components of the
leading voice and the accompanying voices are attenuated. Hence
the preference for a high spectral complexity reduction found
in the participating CI users is in line with the findings by
Nemer et al. (2017) where CI users reported an increase in
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FIGURE 12 | Auditory Distortion Ratio (ADR) plotted vs. the number of

retained PCA components averaged over all pieces used in the listening

experiments. Higher values indicate a decrease in spectral spread. Filled

circles denote outliers.

enjoyment of monophonic pieces with a reduced overtone series,
and the findings by Kohlberg et al. (2015) where CI users
rated recordings of pieces with a reduced number of competing
instruments as more pleasant than the original. But in contrast
to the method used by Nemer et al., the PCA-based spectral
complexity reduction scheme does not reduce the overtone series
in an ordered fashion from higher to lower order toward the
fundamental frequency. It identifies and preserves those spectral
components with the highest signal power, thus, spectral regions
with lower power are attenuated.

Nagathil et al. (2016) and Nagathil et al. (2017) reported
preference scores of up to 73.7% (CI listeners) and 75.6%
(NH listeners with spectral smearing) for the spectrally reduced
stimuli compared to the unprocessed signals in listening
experiments using the same spectral complexity reduction
scheme. Those results, however, cannot be directly compared to
the outcome of the study at hand as these studies used a different
experimental design and examined a more heterogeneous
group of participants. Nevertheless, those earlier findings were
generally confirmed. Moreover, in most of the cases the
participants in this study preferred an even stronger reduction
of spectral complexity.

In contrast to the earlier studies where the stimuli were
presented under free field conditions, bimodal listening (CI on
one side and HA on the other) was excluded in this study. This
might have led to a preference for higher spectral complexity
reduction levels as listeners who rely solely on electrical hearing
are supposed to experience a higher impact of spectral spread
than those with additional acoustic hearing. This is in line
with studies by Gfeller et al. (2006) showing that bimodal
listeners rate music more pleasant than listeners relying only on
electric stimulation.

The preference ratings depicted in the histogram plot in
Figure 6 tend to rise with decreasing number of retained

components. However, complexity reduction level 9 with 4
retained PCA components has been preferred surprisingly more
rarely than the adjacent levels with 5 and 3 components. This can
be partly explained by subject P09 who exhibited a monotonic
preference for complexity reduction level 10 with 3 retained
PCA components and thus disproportionately contributed to the
overall number of preference ratings for this complexity level.
However, even if we would leave out all judgments by this subject
the remaining 54 observations for complexity reduction level
10 would still be approximately equal to those for level 8 (5
components) and thus show a noticeable drop at level 9. The
perceptual differences between particular spectral complexity
reduction levels increase with decreasing number of retained
PCA components, at least for normal-hearing listeners. The
participants also confirmed this impression informally during the
experiments. Therefore, we assume that the participants regularly
were not able to notice a sufficient difference between the signals
with levels 8 and 9 or 9 and 10. We rather suppose that the
participants in doubt chose the maximum complexity reduction
and therefore introduced a certain amount of bias at this upper
limit of the complexity reduction scale.

Listening experiments with CI listeners concerning music
perception usually exhibit higher amounts of variation.
This affects both tests with regard to music perception
in general or comparison tests with modified music
signals (compare e.g., Gfeller et al., 2000, Gfeller et al., 2002,
Gfeller et al., 2003 and Wright and Uchanski, 2012 or
Roy et al., 2012, Kohlberg et al., 2015 and Pons et al., 2016).
Furthermore, the pieces in the particular database differ in their
musical characterics and feature different instruments, tempi
and rhythms. Therefore, a certain amount of interindividual
and intraindividual variation in the preference ratings as well as
between the pieces is generally plausible and to be expected.

As stated before, subject P09 preferred the maximum spectral
complexity reduction in all sessions and for all pieces. This might
be caused by the fact that this participant is the only one suffering
from a hearing loss since adolescence (see Table 1) and had
significantly lower speech intelligibility scores than the other
participants of only 40% (vs. mean of 61%) at 65 dB and of
50% (vs. mean 80%) at 80 dB, respectively. Her score in the
HISQUI questionnaire, however, corresponds to a “good sound
quality” rating.

The piecewise representation of the preferred spectral
complexity reduction levels in Figure 8 shows considerable
deviations for two pieces. For piece #8 the participants preferred
a higher number of retained PCA components (median 7.5
compared to 5 overall), for piece #13 a smaller number of
components (median 3.5) and thus a higher level of spectral
complexity reduction was preferred. A possible explanation for
piece #8 might be the fact that the accompaniment in this
excerpt is played in the same rhythm as the melody and hence
both coincide in the most prominent PCA components. For
normal-hearing listeners the difference between the respective
spectrally reduced versions of this particular piece is therefore
rather small for most of the spectral complexity reduction
levels. For piece #13, however, a comparable explanation
cannot be found.
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In Figures 9, 10 the accumulation of data points close to the
main diagonal shows that the majority of participants come to
a similar judgment when listening to the same musical piece
twice. For subjects P03, P07 and P08 the data points are clearly
clustered close to the main diagonal, as well as for P01 and P06
which, however, each exhibit two outliers (out of 12 repeatedly
presented pieces in total). For some participants (P02, P05) and
some pieces (#2, #5) slight variations between the first and the
second presentation of the signals in different sessions can be
observed in the figures. Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier in
section 3.2, a Wilcoxon signed rank test (α = 0.05) did not
reject the null hypothesis that the samples from the first and
the second presentation were drawn from populations having the
same distribution.

Considering the intraindividual variation in preference
ratings over time in Figure 11, four out of ten participants (P03,
P07, P08, P09) did not show large changes in between the eight
sessions analyzed with regard to the preferred spectral complexity
reduction level, whereas in six subjects larger variations could be
detected. Asmentioned above, ourmusic perception experiments
showed no evidence for a general habituation or adaption
effect with regard to the spectral complexity reduction level.
Therefore, our research hypothesis that repeated engagement
with music signals of reduced spectral complexity facilitates the
access to signals with higher complexity needs to be rejected
at the moment. Nevertheless, statistically significant tendencies
for a gradual change of the preferred spectral complexity
reduction level could be found in the regression analysis for
the subjects P05 (p ≤ 0.01), P08 (p ≤ 0.01), and P10
(p = 0.01). While in general most of the subjects showed
a slight tendency toward a stronger complexity reduction in
the follow-up, only two participants (P03, P05) showed a
tendency toward a weaker spectral complexity reduction at
the end of the study period. Hence, these tendencies could
still be an indication for a habituation effect with regard to
spectral complexity reduction, at least in these subjects. In earlier
studies where different music preprocessing schemes for cochlear
implant users were evaluated, intraindividual results vary rather
strong (Pons et al., 2016; Gajęcki and Nogueira, 2018). Also, in
these studies the long-term development of preference ratings for
different parameter setting was not investigated. Furthermore,
music enjoyment and thus music perception tests, especially
with CI listeners, typically exhibit a higher variability in the
subjects’ assessments, as there is a wide range of additional
factors which might have an influence on musical enjoyment:
The enjoyment of music depends—beside the structural features
of the music—also on the emotional and mental state and
the expectations of the listeners. Even the time of the
day can have an additional impact. This might also partly
explain the high variability in music perception studies with
CI listeners.

As Fuller et al. (2018) stated, there is only little knowledge
about the effects of long-term music training on auditory, music,
and speech perception. This also holds in regard to the required
observation period for training, adaption or habituation effects.
Several studies point out that even a short music training
might enhance perceptual accuracy on some aspects of music,

such as pitch discrimination (Vandali et al., 2015), melodic
contour recognition or timbre (Driscoll, 2012; Galvin et al.,
2012) and melody recognition appraisal or general enjoyment.
However, the degree of benefit differs considerably among the
CI users (Driscoll et al., 2009; Galvin et al., 2012; Looi et al.,
2012; Gfeller et al., 2015). The underlying reason might be
the kind of training used but also physiological factors, such
as the survival of auditory neurons. According to prevalent
theories about the optimal complexity level between stimulation
and overtaxing. Gfeller et al. (2003) stated that CI listeners
prefer a lower level than normal-hearing subjects. This finding
could be confirmed by Nagathil et al. (2018). Hence, possible
adaption or habituation processes as indicated in some of the
participants in this study would need to be further investigated
over a longer observation period than 4 weeks. While Fuller
et al. (2018) chose a 6-weeks observation period, Vandali
et al. (2015) observed effects of musical training after cochlear
implantation for 4 months and Petersen et al. (2012) even
for 6 months.

4.2. Influencing Factors With Potential
Impact on the Outcomes
A Mann–Whitney U test showed no significant factor effects
for any of the musical factors “mean interval size” (MIS,
p = 0.90), “mean fundamental frequency” (MFF, p =

0.97) and “mean tone duration” (MTD, p = 0.81) as
inferred from the Plackett-Burman experimental design. This
outcome is in agreement with earlier evaluations of spectral
complexity reduction methods by Nagathil et al. (2016) and
Nagathil et al. (2017) where statistically significant factor effects
could only be found for the additional methods (PLS, ASNA)
investigated alongside the PCA-based method. These musical
factors therefore still show no influence although the range of
the spectral complexity reduction parameter was considerably
extended in the current study.

4.2.1. Questionnaire Results
The comparatively poor results from the Mini-PROMS test
(see section 3.1.3) indicate that pitch-related tasks like melody
recognition are quite difficult for the majority of the CI recipients
included in this study. A correlation analysis, though, indicated
no significant relation between the median preference ratings
on the one hand and the subject-related data and questionnaire
results like the perceived sound quality (HISQUI, p = 0.61),
the music sophistication (Gold-MSI, p = 0.13), the musical
abilities (Mini-PROMS, p = 0.17), and the listening habits
(Munich Music Questionnaire, p ≥ 0.10) on the other hand.
Therefore, the hypothesis that participants with high scores in
the questionnaires might prefer a higher spectral complexity
and thus a higher number of retained PCA components
cannot be confirmed. A comparison of the results from the
questionnaires and the listening experiments for participant
P08 illustrates this: This subject obtained the maximum scores
in all questionnaires (see Figure 4). It could be expected that
such results would predict a preference for weaker spectral
complexity reduction. However, in contrast this participant
mostly preferred a rather small number of PCA components
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(median of 5 components) and only a small variation with
an IQR covering the range between 5 and 3 components (see
Figure 7). In the earlier study by Nagathil et al. (2017) a similar
effect could be observed in one participant who reported to
perform a regular music training and exhibited a considerably
stronger preference for higher spectral complexity reduction
(8 instead of 13 retained PCA components). Therefore, we
advance the hypotheses that CI listeners with a higher degree of
musical training or listening experience might prefer a higher
degree of spectral complexity reduction because the spectrally
reduced auditory input enables them to benefit even more from
their abilities and training achievements than the unprocessed
sounds. This hypothesis would be a promising subject for
future research.

4.2.2. CI Parameters
Although this was none of the primary research questions
in this study, we also analyzed a possible relation between
the preferred spectral complexity reduction levels and some
individual CI parameters like the filterbank configuration and the
estimated tonotopic position of the three most apical electrodes
(see Table 2). A significant correlation between the individual
filterbank configuration and the preferred spectral complexity
reduction level could not be observed (p ≥ 0.43).

According to recent studies e.g., by Hochmair et al. (2015), a
combination of fine structure preserving stimulation strategies
and a deep insertion of the electrode array toward the
apical region results in improved music enjoyment. Hence we
additionally took the insertion depth of the implants into the
cochlea into account. For five of the participants in this study
(P01, P03, P06, P09, P10) multiplanar reconstructed CT scan
images were available. For these subjects the cochlear duct length
was estimated based on the measurement of two diameters of
the basal turn of the cochlea (Koch et al., 2017, Alexiades et al.,
2015) using theOTOPLAN3 otological surgery planning software
(CASCINATIONAG, Bern, Switzerland). Based on this length in
turn the tonotopically corresponding frequencies at the positions
of the first three electrodes were approximated (see Table 2).
For the remaining five subjects (P02, P04, P05, P07, P08) the
quality of the CT images was not sufficient or the data were not
available. In subjects P06 and P10 the cochlea is not completely
covered by the electrode, so that frequencies below fmin ≈ 400Hz
cannot be stimulated adequately. In subjects P01 and P09 and
even more in subject P03 the implanted electrode is covering
almost the whole length of the cochlea and thus also the apical
part which is responsible for the low frequencies. For subject P03
where the implanted electrode covers the cochlear duct almost
completely we observe a comparatively small variation between
the preferred spectral complexity reduction levels, whereas
subjects P06 and P10 exhibit a wider variation comprising all
available complexity reduction levels. However, no significant
correlations between the estimated tonotopic frequencies at the
electrode positions and the spectral complexity preference ratings
were observed (p ≥ 0.74).

The only two subjects using the HiRes stimulation strategy
(P04 and P05) both preferred a larger number of retained PCA

3https://www.otoplan.ch/

components and thus less spectral complexity reduction (median
of 7 and 10 retained components compared to a median of
5 components in the overall data). Furthermore, subject P07
who also has a filterbank configuration tuned to higher center
frequencies (see Table 2) preferred a smaller number of retained
PCA components (median of 5) that coincides with the overall
data. However, the number of subjects examined in this study
is too small to draw reliable conclusions on the relationship
between the individual filterbank configurations, the cochlear
coverage by the implant or the use of a fine structure coding
strategy on the one hand and the preferred spectral complexity
reduction levels on the other hand. Therefore, these relations
should also be investigated in future studies.

4.3. Conclusions
Many of the limitations for music perception in CI users are
due to the coarse electric-neural interface of current CIs. As
major changes in electrode design are not to be expected in the
short run, we consider signal preprocessing techniques, besides
additional rehabilitation and training efforts, to be the major
means in facilitating music appraisal in CI users. The found
preference for signals with a reduced number of retained PCA
components is in line with the evaluation of other preprocessing
methods where the spectral complexity was reduced by reducing
the number of overtones manually (Nemer et al., 2017) or by
remixing music signals to enhance the leading voices, vocals and
rhythmic components (Kohlberg et al., 2015, Pons et al., 2016,
Buyens et al., 2017, Gajęcki and Nogueira, 2018). The evaluated
method in the study at hand directly tackles the harmonic and
pitch-related features of musical signals to reduce the impact
of spectral spread in CI listeners. In future work the spectral
complexity reduction will be complemented by techniques
modifying the rhythmic and percussive portions of music signals
in order to obtain a comprehensive preprocessing strategy.
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